
Student Name: _____________________________________________ Date: ____________________________

Instructor Name: ___________________________________________ Current Quarter: __________________

Quarters with Instructor: ______

Title: __________________________________ Composer: _____________________________________________

Accompaniment: ________________________________________

/10

/10

MELODY /10

/10

/10

/10

MIX /10

/10

/5

/5

TRIAD ARPEGGIOS: Maj., Min., Dim. /5

/5

/100

COMMENTS:

Adjudicator Name: ______________________________ Signature:  ________________________________

CHORD TONES: Isolating Root, 3rd, 5th

(This section must be completed by the student and submitted to their instructor by the last lesson prior to juries.)

/20

EAR TRAINING / SOLFÈGE

SONG COMPOSITION

Vertical sonorities and/or timbral choices convey the song's tone

PRODUCTION, ARRANGEMENT & MIX

/40

AUDIO CAPTURE Audio recorded and/or presented clearly

ARRANGEMENT Orchestration; moving elements; mix markers

Clarity; EQ; balance; effects; colors

TOTAL

Sing the scales in solfège, ascending and descending

Given a major triad, sing Do, Mi, or Sol

Sing the two non-diatonic tones: Do- Ra , Do- Se

Sing the triad arpeggios, ascending and descending

ARTISTRY & INDIVIDUALITY Singular sound design; originality/uniqueness

WRITER-PRODUCER JURY / LEVEL 1

SONG SELECTION

EXTRA NOTES: ♭2, ♭5

SCALES: Major & Minor

/40

STRUCTURE Satisfying, logical song form and flow

LYRICS Coherent message through compelling rhetoric

Effective transmission of lyrics; sequence vs. surprise; catchiness

HARMONY & TEXTURE



Student Name: _____________________________________________ Date: _____________________________

Instructor Name: ___________________________________________ Current Quarter: ___________________

Quarters with Instructor: ______

Title: __________________________________ Composer: ______________________________________________

Accompaniment: _________________________________________

/10

/10

MELODY /10

/10

/10

/10

MIX /10

/10

/5

/5

ARPEGGIOS: X
∆7

, X
7
, X

m7 /5

/5

/100

COMMENTS:

Adjudicator Name: ______________________________ Signature:  _________________________________

WRITER-PRODUCER JURY / LEVEL 2

(This section must be completed by the student and submitted to their instructor by the last lesson prior to juries.)

SONG SELECTION

SONG COMPOSITION

/40

STRUCTURE Satisfying, logical song form and flow

LYRICS Coherent message through compelling rhetoric

Effective transmission of lyrics; sequence vs. surprise; catchiness

HARMONY & TEXTURE Vertical sonorities and/or timbral choices convey the song's tone

PRODUCTION, ARRANGEMENT & MIX

/40

AUDIO CAPTURE Audio recorded and/or presented clearly

ARRANGEMENT Orchestration; moving elements; mix markers

Clarity; EQ; balance; effects; colors

ARTISTRY & INDIVIDUALITY Singular sound design; originality/uniqueness

TOTAL

EAR TRAINING / SOLFÈGE

/20

SCALES: Major & Minor Pentatonic Sing the pentatonic scales in solfège, ascending and descending

SCALES: Harmonic & Melodic Minor Sing the minor scale variants, ascending and descending

Sing the 7th chord arpeggios, ascending and descending

CHORD TONES: Isolating 3rd, 5th, 7th Given a 
∆7

, 
7

, or 
m7

 chord, sing requested chord tone



Student Name: _____________________________________________ Date: _____________________________________

Instructor Name: ____________________________________________ Current Quarter: ___________________________

Quarters with Instructor: ______

Title #1: _________________________________________ Composer: ________________________________________

Accompaniment: ___________________________________

Title #2: _________________________________________ Composer: ________________________________________

Accompaniment: ___________________________________

Song 1 Song 2
/5 /5

/5 /5

/5 /5

/5 /5

Song 1 Song 2
/5 /5

/5 /5

/5 /5

/5 /5

/5

/5

/5

/5

TOTAL /100

COMMENTS:

Adjudicator Name: ______________________________ Signature:  ______________________________________

/20

Given a 
Ø7

, 
º7

, or 
m∆7

 chord, sing requested chord tone

ARPEGGIOS: X
Ø7

, X
º7

, X
m∆7 Sing the 7th chord apreggios, ascending and descending

CHORD TONES: Isolating 3rd, 5th, 7th

MODES: Dorian & Phrygian Sing the modes in solfège, ascending and descending

MODES: Lydian & Mixolydian Sing the modes, ascending and descending

MIX Clarity; EQ; balance; effects; colors

ARTISTRY & INDIVIDUALITY Singular sound design; originality/uniqueness

EAR TRAINING / SOLFÈGE

ARRANGEMENT Orchestration; moving elements; mix markers

SONG COMPOSITION
STRUCTURE Satisfying, logical song form and flow

LYRICS Coherent message through compelling rhetoric

MELODY Effective transmission of lyrics; sequence vs. surprise; catchiness

HARMONY & TEXTURE Vertical sonorities and/or timbral choices convey the song's tone

PRODUCTION, ARRANGEMENT & MIX
AUDIO CAPTURE Audio recorded and/or presented clearly

WRITER-PRODUCER JURY / LEVEL 3

     (This section must be completed by the student and submitted to their instructor by the last lesson prior to juries.)

SONG SELECTIONS



Student Name: _____________________________________________ Date: _____________________________________

Instructor Name: ____________________________________________ Current Quarter: ___________________________

Quarters with Instructor: ______

Title #1: _________________________________________ Composer: ________________________________________

Accompaniment: ___________________________________

Title #2: _________________________________________ Composer: ________________________________________

Accompaniment: ___________________________________

Song 1 Song 2
/5 /5

/5 /5

/5 /5

/5 /5

Song 1 Song 2
/5 /5

/5 /5

/5 /5

/5 /5

/5

/5

/5

TOTAL /100

COMMENTS:

Adjudicator Name: ______________________________ Signature:  ___________________________________________

WRITER-PRODUCER JURY / LEVEL 4

     (This section must be completed by the student and submitted to their instructor by the last lesson prior to juries.)

SONG SELECTIONS

/20

STRUCTURE

LYRICS

MELODY

HARMONY & TEXTURE

Audio recorded and/or presented clearly

Sing these scales, ascending & descending

AUDIO CAPTURE 

ARRANGEMENT Orchestration; moving elements; mix markers

MIX Clarity; EQ; balance; effects; colors

ARTISTRY & INDIVIDUALITY Singular sound design; originality/uniqueness

Coherent message through compelling rhetoric

Effective transmission of lyrics; sequence vs. surprise; catchiness

Isolating 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, 11th 

See attached sheet

EAR TRAINING / SOLFÈGE

/5 Given a 
∆9

, 
m11

, or 
7 ♭ 9

chord, sing requested chord tone
CHORD TONES: 

SONG COMPOSITION

PRODUCTION, ARRANGEMENT & MIX

ARPEGGIOS: X
∆9

, X
m11

, X
7♭9 Sing the extended chord arpeggios, ascending and descending

SCALES: Whole Tone & Acoustic

SOLFÈGE MELODIES

Vertical sonorities and/or timbral choices convey the song's tone

Satisfying, logical song form and flow


